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Abstract 

Background 

Masitinib is a selective oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor. The efficacy and safety of masitinib combined with 

gemcitabine was compared against single-agent gemcitabine in patients with advanced pancreatic ductal 

adenocarcinoma (PDAC).  

 

Patients and methods 

Patients with inoperable, chemotherapy-naïve, PDAC were randomized (1:1) to receive gemcitabine 

(1000mg/m
2
) in combination with either masitinib (9mg/kg/day) or placebo. The primary endpoint was 

overall survival (OS) in the modified intent-to-treat population. Secondary OS analyses aimed to characterize 

subgroups with poor survival while receiving single-agent gemcitabine with subsequent evaluation of 

masitinib therapeutic benefit. These prospectively declared subgroups were based on pharmacogenomic data 

or a baseline characteristic.   

 

Results 

Three hundred and fifty-three patients were randomly assigned to receive either masitinib plus gemcitabine 

(N=175) or placebo plus gemcitabine (N=178). Median OS was similar between treatment-arms for the overall 

population at respectively 7.7 and 7.1 months, with a hazard ratio (HR) of 0.89 (95%CI[0.70;1.13]. Secondary 

analyses identified two subgroups having significantly poor survival when receiving single-agent gemcitabine; 

one defined by an over-expression of acyl-CoA oxidase-1 (ACOX1) in blood, and another via a baseline pain 

intensity threshold (VAS>20 mm). These subgroups represent a critical unmet medical need as evidenced 

from median OS of 5.5 months in patients receiving single-agent gemcitabine, and comprise an estimated 63% 

of patients. A significant treatment effect was observed in these subgroups for masitinib with median OS of 

11.7 months in the ‘ACOX1’ subgroup (HR=0.23[0.10;0.51],P=0.001), and 8.0 months in the ‘pain’ subgroup 

(HR=0.62[0.43;0.89],P=0.012). Despite increased toxicity of the combination compared with single-agent 

gemcitabine, side-effects remained manageable.   

 

Conclusions 

The present data warrant initiation of a confirmatory study that may support the use of masitinib plus 

gemcitabine for treatment of PDAC patients with over-expression of ACOX1 or baseline pain (VAS>20mm). 

Masitinib’s effect in these subgroups is also supported by biological plausibility and evidence of internal 

clinical validation.  

 

Trial Registration 

ClinicalTrials.gov:NCT00789633. 

 

Keywords 

Pancreatic cancer, PDAC, tyrosine kinase inhibitor, pain, genetic biomarker, ACOX1. 
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Introduction 

Pancreatic cancer continues to be a disease with high unmet medical need, requiring new active agents. For 

over a decade single-agent gemcitabine has been the standard first-line treatment for unresectable, locally 

advanced or metastatic pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). Median overall survival (OS) is between 6 

to 7 months and 1-year survival rates range between 17 to 25% [1,2]. Numerous gemcitabine-based 

combination regimens evaluated in randomized trials have either failed to demonstrate significant 

improvement in OS or have shown statistically significant but rather modest survival benefits compared with 

gemcitabine alone; e.g. nab-paclitaxel plus gemcitabine recently reported a significant median OS gain of +1.8 

months when compared with single-agent gemcitabine [1–3].   

 

The potential therapeutic benefit of masitinib in combination with gemcitabine for the treatment of advanced 

PDAC has been previously reported in preclinical studies, wherein masitinib was shown to enhance the 

antiproliferative activity of gemcitabine in gemcitabine-refractory pancreatic cancer cell lines, and also in a 

clinical phase II trial [4,5]. Exploratory analysis from the clinical study revealed two distinct patient 

subgroups with respect to masitinib treatment susceptibility, as evidenced by a plateau in the OS Kaplan-

Meier curve between 9 to 17 months (see section A of the Supplementary Material, available at Annals of 

Oncology online). This observation could not be explained by patient disease status leading to a hypothesis 

that there may be at least one subgroup of PDAC patients with particularly poor survival and susceptibility to 

masitinib plus gemcitabine treatment, said subgroup being identifiable via a gene expression profile and/or 

another biological or clinical marker. Any future trial would therefore need to perform prospectively declared 

secondary subgroup analyses, regardless of a positive outcome in the overall study population.  

 

This observation is consistent with evidence that heterogeneity in tumor biology and microenvironment may 

be an important determinant of survival difference among groups of PDAC patients (i.e. aggressive versus 

relatively slow disease progression, as seen in routine clinical practice), which in turn leads to variability in 

terms of treatment susceptibility[1,6,7]. It has been reported that such heterogeneity in PDAC patients may be 

associated with increased mast cell infiltration into the tumor or tumor microenvironment, both of which are 

prognostic factors for poor survival in PDAC [8,9]. Masitinib is a potent oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) 

that targets a limited number of receptor tyrosine kinases including c-Kit, Lyn and Fyn, making it a highly 

selective inhibitor of mast cell function and activity [10].   

 

Methods 

Study design 

The present study was a prospective, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, two-parallel group, placebo-

controlled phase III trial evaluating the safety and efficacy of masitinib plus gemcitabine against placebo plus 

gemcitabine in chemotherapy-naïve PDAC patients. Masitinib (9 mg/kg/day) was administered orally in two 

daily doses while gemcitabine (1000 mg/m
2
) was administered according to standard clinical practice. 

Composition and dispensing of masitinib and placebo capsules were identical except for the amount of active 

ingredient contained. Treatments were administered until progression, intolerance, or patient withdrawal, with 

disease progression assessed via CT scan according to RECIST criteria every 8 weeks. In the event of a 

treatment-related grade 3 or 4 adverse event (AE), treatment interruption or blinded dose reduction was 

permitted according to predefined criteria. The investigation was carried out in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the national health authorities and local ethics committees. 

 

Patients and randomization 

Eligible patients had histologically or cytologically verified inoperable, chemotherapy-naïve advanced or 

metastatic PDAC. Other eligibility criteria included: age 18 years or older; Eastern Cooperative Oncology 

Group (ECOG) performance status ≤1; a life-expectancy of >12 weeks; bilirubin <3xULN, adequate renal, 
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cardiac, and hepatic functions. At baseline, patients were centrally randomized to treatments groups (1:1) 

using an Interactive Voice Response System, with treatment allocated according to a modified minimization 

method. Stratification was done according to geographic region and disease status (locally advanced versus 

metastatic). The investigators, patients, data analysts, and the trial sponsor were blinded to the randomization 

sequence and treatment assignment. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Safety was assessed throughout the study in all patients who received at least one dose of masitinib or placebo 

using the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 3 (CTCAE v3) for classification of AE. 

Quality of life (QoL) was assessed using the EORTC QLQ-C30 questionnaire.  

 

The primary endpoint was OS in the modified intent-to-treat (mITT) population, i.e. all randomized patients 

excluding those withdrawn prematurely from the study for a well-documented non-treatment related cause, 

with OS measured from the date of randomization to the date of death. It was estimated that at least 320 

patients were required to detect a difference in median OS between treatment-arms with a power of 80% using 

a two-sided log-rank test and significance level of 0.05 (assuming 264 events after 12 months follow-up). 

Comparative analyses were based on an alpha of 5% (two-sided), with results presented according to a two-

sided 95% confidence interval (CI) unless otherwise stated.  

 

Consistent with study rationale, secondary analyses on OS were pre-specified in the protocol with the 

objectives of: a) characterizing a subgroup based upon pharmacogenomic data with poorer survival while 

under gemcitabine standard-of-care; b) evaluating the therapeutic benefit of added masitinib in this genetic 

subgroup; c) characterizing a subgroup based upon a baseline variable that negatively impacts survival while 

under gemcitabine standard-of-care; d) evaluating the therapeutic benefit of added masitinib in this baseline 

variable subgroup. Sample size for the prospectively declared subgroup analyses was predefined prior to 

unblinding. For the subgroup based on a baseline variable predictive of poor survival it was estimated that 220 

patients would be needed for 80% power to detect a hazard ratio (HR) of 0.66 (masitinib plus gemcitabine 

versus placebo plus gemcitabine) using a two-sided log-rank test with a significance level of 0.05. Overall 

survival was investigated in patients from the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm according to each 

baseline variable (a total of 16 baseline characteristics were tested) through a univariate analysis; thereby, 

identifying characteristics that impact OS independently of treatment (see section B of the Supplementary 

Material, available at Annals of Oncology online). Multivariate analysis of OS was performed using a Cox 

proportional-hazard model to evaluate the treatment effect with adjustment for stratification factors. For the 

subgroup based on pharmacogenomic data it was estimated that 100 patients per treatment-arm would be 

needed for 80% power to detect a HR of 0.50 (masitinib plus gemcitabine versus placebo plus gemcitabine) 

using a two-sided log-rank test with a significance level of 0.05.  

 

Pharmacogenomic analysis 

Prospectively declared secondary subgroup analyses included pharmacogenomic examination of RNA 

expression in peripheral blood samples collected using the PAXgene Blood RNA System prior to treatment. 

Genome-wide analysis of RNA expression using a high throughput method of Next Generation Sequencing 

was performed by Acobiom, Montpellier, France. The methodology used for identification of the genetic 

biomarker subgroup is described in section C of the Supplementary Material, available at Annals of Oncology 

online.   

 

Results 

A total of 353 patients from 73 active centers (predominantly located in France, United States and Czech 

Republic) were randomly assigned to receive masitinib plus gemcitabine or placebo plus gemcitabine. The 
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safety population comprised all randomized patients who received at least one dose of either masitinib or 

placebo (N=349). A CONSORT flow diagram for the study population as well as subgroups of interest and 

description of patient baseline characteristics are provided in sections D and E of the Supplementary Material, 

available at Annals of Oncology online. Baseline characteristics were generally well-balanced. The average 

number of post-study treatments was similar between treatment-arms at 1.1±1.3 for the masitinib plus 

gemcitabine treatment-arm and 1.0±1.0 for the placebo plus gemcitabine arm, with the majority of patients 

receiving either single-agent gemcitabine (25% and 11%, respectively) or no additional treatment-line (27% 

and 31%) upon study discontinuation. Median exposure to masitinib or placebo in the safety population was 

1.6 and 3.7 months, respectively, while median exposure to gemcitabine in the masitinib or placebo treatment-

arms was 1.4 and 3.3 months, respectively; P=0.001. At the data cut-off date, corresponding to a median 

follow-up of 26 months, one patient was ongoing in the masitinib plus gemcitabine treatment-arm. 

 

A summary of safety data is presented in Table 1. Overall toxicity was increased for masitinib combined with 

gemcitabine when compared with single-agent gemcitabine. A higher frequency of serious and severe (grade 3 

or 4) AEs, discontinuations, temporary interruptions and dose reductions was reported in the masitinib plus 

gemcitabine treatment-arm, although the occurrence of AE related deaths was lower in this treatment-arm than 

in the placebo plus gemcitabine arm. Hematological AEs contributed strongly to the discrepancy between 

treatment-arms, with the higher frequency reported for masitinib-treated patients due predominantly to an 

increase in neutropenia. No deaths were reported due to neutropenia in the masitinib plus gemcitabine 

treatment-arm; moreover, the occurrence of febrile neutropenia was similar between treatment-arms (1.7% for 

masitinib plus gemcitabine versus 0.6% for placebo plus gemcitabine), as were infections (30.6% versus 

37.5%, respectively). Non-hematological AEs were typical of previously reported toxicity for masitinib, 

including vomiting, nausea and rash; but these generally resolved without sequelae and were not associated 

with any deaths. 

 

Patient QoL at baseline was similar between treatment-arms (mean global health score of 53.5±22.4 versus 

53.9±21.1 for the masitinib plus gemcitabine and placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arms, respectively), as 

well as at the last patient visit (46.3±23.7 versus 49.7±21.7, respectively). The combination of masitinib plus 

gemcitabine did not therefore accelerate the decline in QoL with respect to single-agent gemcitabine.  

 

Median OS for the overall population, the primary efficacy analysis, was similar for both treatment-arms; 7.7 

months (95%CI[6.1;10.6]) for masitinib plus gemcitabine and 7.0 months (95%CI[6.1;10.6]) for placebo plus 

gemcitabine (all results reported hereafter relate to the multivariate analysis unless otherwise stated) (Table 2). 

The corresponding HR was 0.89 (95%CI[0.70;1.13]). Secondary analyses on surrogate survival endpoints of 

the overall population, e.g. progression-free survival or time-to-progression, were also similar between 

treatment-arms (data not shown).  

 

Secondary analyses on OS did however show two subgroups of patients having particularly poor survival with 

single-agent gemcitabine, which was consistent with the study’s hypothesis and prospectively declared 

subgroup analysis. These subgroups comprised patients with a genetic biomarker (over-expression of ACOX1 

in blood), and patients with baseline pain intensity above a threshold of 20 mm as measured on a 100 mm 

visual analog scale (VAS). In both cases the placebo plus gemcitabine patient cohorts divided into two distinct 

subgroups with survival reflecting aggressive or relatively slow disease progression (Figure 1); thus 

characterizing the defining variables of the prospectively declared secondary subgroup analysis (for further 

subgroup description see sections C and F of the Supplementary Material, available at Annals of Oncology 

online). Subsequent evaluation of the interaction between these variables and the combination of masitinib 

plus gemcitabine revealed a significant treatment benefit in both subgroups with respect to the placebo plus 

gemcitabine treatment-arm (Table 2).  
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Table 1. Safety according to the number of patients with at least one reported adverse reaction (safety 

population). 

Number of patients (%)  M+G (n=173) P+G (n=176) P-value
*
 

Summary of AE    

AE (all grades) 173 (100%) 173 (98%) 0.248  

Severe non-hematological AE (grade 3/4) 132 (76%) 124 (71%) 0.010 

Severe hematological AE (grade 3/4) 109 (63%) 73 (42%) <0.001 

Non-fatal serious AE 107 (68%) 94 (53%) 0.111 

Death under study treatment
$
  14 (8%) 19 (11%) 0.388 

AE leading to permanent discontinuation
†
 73 (42%) 48 (27%) 0.003 

AE leading to temporary interruption
†
 129 (75%) 90 (51%) <0.001 

AE leading to dose reduction
†
 28 (16%) 16 (9%) 0.046 

AEs of interest 
‡
    

Back pain 10 (6%) 27 (15%) 0.004
§
 

Constipation 38 (22%) 62 (35%) 0.006
§
 

Pulmonary embolism 4 (2%) 12 (7%) 0.044
§
 

Vomiting 87 (50%) 57 (37%) <0.001 

Nausea 100 (58%) 82 (47%) 0.036 

Rash 60 (35%) 22 (13%) <0.001 

Thrombocytopenia 83 (48%) 48 (27%) <0.001 

Thrombosis 8 (5%) 0 (0%) 0.003 

Hypokalemia 34 (20%) 16 (9%) 0.005 

Pyrexia 70 (41%) 48 (27%) 0.009 

Neutropenia 87 (50%) 65 (37%) 0.012 

Anemia 105 (61%) 84 (48%) 0.015 

Adverse Events (AE) classified according to the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 3. 
$
Toxicity 

related deaths only. 
*
The Fisher exact test or Chi-squared test was used for comparison of qualitative variables; analysis 

of variance was used for comparison of quantitative variables. 
†
Adverse events leading to discontinuation (except death), 

interruption or dose reduction of study drug (masitinib or placebo). 
‡
Adverse events reported with a significantly higher 

frequency in one treatment-arm. 
§
Adverse event reported at a statistically significant higher frequency in placebo plus 

gemcitabine-treated patients than in the masitinib plus gemcitabine-treated patients. AE; adverse event. GEM; 

gemcitabine. P+G; placebo plus gemcitabine. M+G; masitinib plus gemcitabine. 

 

Table 2. Summary of treatment effect according to overall survival for masitinib plus gemcitabine versus 

placebo plus gemcitabine in the mITT population (primary analysis) and also in two subgroups with a 

demonstrated poor survival while under standard-of-care, comprised of patients with a genetic biomarker 

(‘ACOX1 subgroup’) and patients with baseline pain intensity of VAS>20 (‘pain subgroup’). Median follow-

up of 26 months; multivariate model. 
 N Median OS 

[95%CI] (months) 

*
Median OS 

Gain (months) 

HR [95% CI] P-value 

Overall (mITT) 348     

P+G 175 7.0[6.1;10.6] +0.7 0.89[0.70;1.13] 0.695 

M+G 173 7.7[6.1;10.6]    

      

‘ACOX1’ subgroup 40     

P+G 20 5.6[3.7;12.9] +6.1 0.23[0.1;0.51] 0.001 

M+G 20 11.7[8.3;19.9]    

      

‘Pain’ subgroup 137     

P+G 73 5.4[4.5;8.0] +2.6 0.62[0.43;0.89] 0.012 

M+G 64 8.0[5.8;11.5]    

OS; overall survival. HR; hazard ratio of death. P+G; placebo plus gemcitabine. M+G; masitinib plus gemcitabine. 

mITT; modified intent-to-treat population. 
*
Difference in median OS between treatment-arms (M+G minus P+G). 
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Figure 1: (A) Overall survival analysis in patients with advanced PDAC and treated with placebo plus 

gemcitabine (standard-of-care) according to subgroups defined via pharmacogenomic data (i.e. the ‘ACOX1’ 

subgroup versus its complement ‘non ACOX1’ subgroup); corresponding HR was 0.46 (95%CI[0.26;0.82], 

P=0.007. (B) Overall survival analysis in patients with advanced PDAC and treated with placebo plus 

gemcitabine according to subgroups defined via a baseline variable (i.e. the ‘pain’ subgroup versus the ‘no 

pain’ subgroup); corresponding HR was 0.30 (95%CI[0.18;0.48], P<0.001. These data demonstrate the 

prognostic value of ACOX1 over-expression in blood and baseline pain intensity, thereby revealing two 

patient subgroups with remarkably poor survival and a critical unmet medical need. Median follow-up of 26 

months; univariate model. 
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Considering the patient cohort with pharmacogenomic data, 119 patients enrolled onto the study had 

peripheral blood samples collected at baseline and were randomly assigned to the masitinib plus gemcitabine 

or placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arms (n=60 and n=59 patients, respectively). The ACOX1 subgroup 

was determined following a pre-specified methodology as patients with over-expression of ACOX1 in blood 

defined as a Delta Cycle Threshold (DCt) value of ≤3.05 (see section C of the Supplementary Material, 

available at Annals of Oncology online). In the overall pharmacogenomic population a total of 40/119 patients 

(34%) were identified as being in the ACOX1 subgroup while 79/119 patients (66%) were assigned to its 

complement subgroup (i.e. absence of ACOX1 over-expression or non-ACOX1). In the ACOX1 subgroup, 

median exposure to masitinib or placebo was 1.8 and 2.4 months, respectively, while median exposure to 

gemcitabine in the masitinib or placebo treatment-arms was 2.1 and 1.9 months, respectively; P=0.78. In the 

placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm, patients without ACOX1 over-expression (n=39) had a significantly 

longer median OS compared with patients having ACOX1 over-expression (n=20); 8.8 months 

(95%CI[5.6;15.0]) versus 5.5 months (95%CI[3.4;8.3]) (univariate model). The corresponding HR was 0.46 

(95%CI[0.26;0.82], P=0.007 (Figure 1A).  

 

In the aforementioned ACOX1 subgroup those patients treated with masitinib plus gemcitabine (n=20) had a 

median OS of 11.7 months (95%CI[8.3;19.9]) compared with a median OS of 5.6 months (95%CI[3.7;12.9]) 

for the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm (n=20) (multivariate model); a statistically significant OS gain 

of +6.1 months. The corresponding HR was 0.23 (95%CI[0.10;0.51], P<0.001) (Table 2). Overall survival 

rates at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months were respectively, 82%, 48%, 15%, and 11% in masitinib plus gemcitabine 

treatment-arm versus 45%, 8%, 0.6%, and 0.3% in the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm. Safety in the 

ACOX1 subgroup was similar to the overall safety population (data not shown).  

 

Considering the prospectively declared subgroup based on a baseline clinical characteristic, i.e. pain intensity 

tested once at baseline, 312 patients from the mITT population had VAS data available. The ‘pain’ subgroup, 

137/312 patients (44%), included all patients reporting a VAS score of >20 mm, this threshold being 

consistent with established precedent and defined prior to unblinding (see section F of the Supplementary 

Material, available at Annals of Oncology online). Comparison was made against patients reporting negligible 

baseline pain intensity, defined by a VAS<5 and no need for opioid analgesics to manage disease related pain, 

referred to hereafter as the ‘no pain’ subgroup (n=68/312 patients, 22%). All remaining patients, i.e. those 

with a baseline VAS≥5 but <20 or VAS<5 but taking analgesics opioids (n=107/312, 34%) formed a third 

subgroup. In the ‘pain’ subgroup, median exposure to masitinib or placebo was 1.5 and 2.5 months, 

respectively, while median exposure to gemcitabine in the masitinib or placebo treatment-arms was 1.4 and 

2.3 months, respectively; P=0.17. In the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm, patients from the ‘no pain’ 

subgroup (n=34) had a significantly longer median OS than patients in the ‘pain’ subgroup (n=73); 16.9 

months (95%CI[13.2;22.2]) versus 5.6 months (95%CI[4.4;8.0]) (univariate model). The corresponding HR 

was 0.30 (95%CI[0.18;0.48], P<0.001 (Figure 1B). 

 

In the aforementioned ‘pain’ subgroup those patients treated with masitinib plus gemcitabine (n=64) had a 

median OS of 8.0 months (95%CI[5.8;11.5]) compared with a median OS of 5.4 months (95%CI[3.7;8.3]) for 

the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm (n=73) (multivariate model); a statistically significant OS gain of 

+2.6 months. The corresponding HR was 0.62 (95%CI[0.43;0.89], P=0.012) (Table 2). Overall survival rates 

at 6, 12, and 18 months were respectively, 57.6%, 31.8%, and 17.9% in the masitinib plus gemcitabine 

treatment-arm versus 43.7%, 17.8%, and 7.9% in the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm. Safety in the 

pain subgroup was similar to the overall safety population (data not shown). One also notes that the frequency 

of patients reporting back pain as an AE during treatment was significant lower (P=0.004) in the masitinib 

plus gemcitabine treatment-arm than the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm of the safety population 

(Table 1). 
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Internal validation of masitinib’s effect in patients from the ‘pain’ subgroup is provided through analysis of 

survival data in patients consuming high doses of opioid analgesics at baseline (>1 mg/kg/day); referred to 

hereafter as the ‘high opioid’ subgroup (n=34). Briefly, it is a fair assumption that such patients were 

experiencing moderate to severe cancer-related pain to justify initiation of such pain management measures 

and are therefore comparable to patients from the ‘pain’ subgroup. Patients in the exploratory ‘high opioid’ 

subgroup and treated with masitinib plus gemcitabine (n=20) had a median OS of 8.5 months (95%CI[6.0; 

NA]), whereas patients treated with placebo plus gemcitabine (n=14) had a median OS of 6.0 months 

(95%CI[3.5; NA]). This corresponds to a survival benefit of 2.5 months and HR of 0.43 [0.17; 1.06]; P=0.23. 

 

Discussion 

Although no discernible difference between treatment-arms was observed for the primary endpoint in the 

overall population, this study did identify subgroups with remarkably poor survival while under single-agent 

gemcitabine. Patients with over-expression of ACOX1 or baseline pain (VAS>20 mm) had a worse prognosis 

(median OS of 5.6 and 5.4 months, respectively) with respect to the overall population (median OS of 7.0 

months) and historical median OS data for gemcitabine-treated patients (typically 6.5 months) [1]. Such data 

illustrate that the markers of ACOX1 expression in blood and baseline pain intensity may have prognostic 

value, with patients from these subgroups experiencing aggressive disease progression while receiving single-

agent gemcitabine. It is estimated that together these subgroups encompass 63% of the entire PDAC 

population (i.e. 34% of patients were identified as belonging to the ‘ACOX1’ subgroup and 29% of patients 

were identified as belonging to the ‘pain’ subgroup with no over-expression of ACOX1, leading to 63% of 

patients in one or other subgroup). 

 

Both parameters of ACOX1 and baseline pain (VAS>20 mm) also suggested predictive value with the 

masitinib plus gemcitabine treatment-arm showing a statistically significant median OS gain of +6.1 months 

(HR=0.23[0.10;0.51]) in the ACOX1 subgroup and +2.6 months (HR=0.62[0.43;0.89]) in the pain subgroup 

when compared with single-agent gemcitabine. Although there was increased toxicity with the addition of 

masitinib to gemcitabine, safety remained acceptable with application of appropriate risk management 

measures and there was no overall detrimental effect on QoL. Therefore, the combination of masitinib and 

gemcitabine for the treatment of advanced PDAC appears to exhibit a positive benefit-risk ratio for these 

subpopulations. Of note, the pharmacogenomic examination of RNA expression in peripheral blood samples 

also identified a set of ten genes with high discriminatory power, albeit ambiguous biological plausibility, 

with ACOX1 representing the single most important gene to explain OS (see section C of the Supplementary 

Material, available at Annals of Oncology online).   

 

There is an emerging consensus that under certain circumstances it is possible for a subgroup to be considered 

of clinical significance; criteria that were all met by this study (see section G of the Supplementary Material, 

available at Annals of Oncology online). For example, internal consistency supporting the clinical plausibility 

of each subgroup is provided from independent patient samples (see sections C and F of the Supplementary 

Material, available at Annals of Oncology online). Considering biological plausibility, it is thought that the 

presence of baseline pain (VAS>20 mm) or an over-expression of ACOX1 effectively identifies those patients 

with a pro-tumoral T-helper cell type-2 (Th2) immune response, a condition caused in part by increased mast 

cell activity in the tumor microenvironment or by transcriptional or physiological alterations favoring M2-

polarization of tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) (see section H of the Supplementary Material, available 

at Annals of Oncology online). For example, mast cells have been implicated with development of 

neuropathic pain in PDAC patients and skewing macrophage polarization towards a pro-tumoral M2-type 

[11,12]. Furthermore, recent preclinical data from KrasG12D driven mouse models of PDAC with pain or 

spontaneous chronic pancreatitis show that pancreatic tumor lesions of masitinib-treated mice have decreased 
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mast cell count and reduced intra-tumoral vascularization and innervation when compared with control mice 

(Dubreuil P, 2014; personal communication). Other nascent research suggests masitinib may induce the 

recruitment of macrophages with a potential antitumoral activity within the tumor (Hermine O, 2014; personal 

communication). Thus, mechanisms of action associated with masitinib apparently converge towards favoring 

a preferential accumulation of anti-tumoral M1-macrophages in the tumor microenvironment with 

concomitant reduction of oxidative stress effects. Presentation of these supportive data fall beyond the scope 

of the current clinical paper with additional translational research needed to fully elucidate such mechanisms; 

as such these preclinical data will be reported in full elsewhere.  

 

In conclusion, the survival benefit observed for patients with over-expression of ACOX1 in blood or reporting 

baseline pain of VAS>20 mm, coupled with manageable toxicity, has led to the initiation of a confirmatory 

study that may support the use of masitinib plus gemcitabine as a new treatment option for these two 

subgroups of PDAC patients. 
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A. The potential therapeutic benefit of masitinib in combination with gemcitabine for the 

treatment of advanced pancreatic cancer has been previously reported in a phase II study. 

 

Mitry et al. previously reported exploratory data from a phase II study in which 22 advanced 

pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) patients were treated with masitinib in combination with 

gemcitabine.
1
 Findings revealed two distinct patient subgroups with respect to masitinib plus 

gemcitabine treatment susceptibility. A plateau in the Kaplan-Meier survival curve between 9 to 17 

months divided patients into those having an overall survival (OS) of less than 9 months (short 

survival subgroup) or an OS of greater than 17 months (long survival subgroup) (Figure S1). No 

patient had an OS of between 9 and 17 months.  

  

Assessment of patient disease status, i.e. locally advanced versus metastatic, a parameter commonly 

associated with different survival times, did not explain this observed dichotomous patient 

susceptibility to the masitinib plus gemcitabine combination (Table S1). The ‘long survival subgroup’ 

included patients with metastasis for whom one would have expected a short survival; with metastatic 

patients also reported in the ‘short survival subgroup’ indicating that masitinib treatment was not 

beneficial for all patients with metastatic disease. Similarly, patients with a locally advanced PDAC 

were found in both subgroups, indicating that masitinib treatment was not beneficial for all patients 

with locally advanced disease. Therefore, disease status cannot explain the OS benefit of masitinib 

plus gemcitabine in a specific subgroup.  

 

 

Table S1: Disease status and median OS for each of the 22 patients included in the phase II 

study (AB05034) 

Patient No. Disease status Median OS (months)  

0204 Metastatic 1.2 

Patients experiencing 

aggressive disease progression 

(short survival subgroup) 

0205 Metastatic 1.3 

1201 Metastatic 1.3 

0103 Locally advanced 2.0 

0101 Locally advanced 2.4 

0801 Locally advanced 4.4 

0501 Metastatic 4.8 

0403 Locally advanced 4.9 

0401 Metastatic 6.5 

0202 Metastatic 6.8 

0903 Metastatic 6.8 

1301 Metastatic 7.4 

0203 Metastatic 7.6 

0601 Locally advanced 8.4 

0901 Metastatic 9.2 

0404 Locally advanced 17.0 

Patients experiencing relatively 

slow disease progression (long 

survival subgroup) 

0102 Locally advanced 17.2 

0904 Metastatic 18.0 

0902 Metastatic 22.3 

0201 Locally advanced 23.2 

0402 Locally advanced 25.0 

1202 Metastatic 31.6 

 

Taken together, these observations implied that the overall PDAC population is comprised of various 

subgroups, with tumor biology and microenvironment possibly being an important driver of survival 

groups (i.e. aggressive versus relatively slow disease progression). Observations from this phase II 

study therefore generated hypotheses for the phase III study’s secondary analyses, namely, that there 

exists at least one subgroup of PDAC patients for whom treatment with masitinib plus gemcitabine 

will generate a benefit in survival. Such subgroups could be identifiable via a gene expression profile 

and/or another variable such as a baseline characteristic, both biomarkers effectively indicating the 

onset of a disease mechanism susceptible to treatment with masitinib.  
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Figure S1: Overall survival in patients from the phase II study (AB05034) showing two distinct 

survival trends with a plateau between 9 to 17 months 
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B. Analysis and development of multivariate Cox model in the overall population for 

identification of the most discriminatory baseline characteristic to explain overall survival in 

gemcitabine treated patients  

 

The methodology used to determine which baseline characteristic was the most discriminatory to 

explain overall survival in gemcitabine treated patients was prospectively declared. Randomization 

was stratified on two variables provided at time of inclusion: country and clinical classification 

defined as locally advanced or metastatic. Primary analysis was a stratified log-rank test, using a re-

randomization method. Stratification variables were planned to be those used at randomization for 

balancing treatment groups.  

 

Overall survival was investigated in patients according to each baseline characteristic through a 

univariate analysis in patients having received the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment, to determine 

variables that may impact overall survival independently from the treatment. As expected, the two 

variables used for stratification (locally advanced/metastatic tumors and country) were shown to have 

a univariate effect on overall survival. However, it was observed also that these stratification variables 

did not rank as the most important factors in terms of impact on overall survival for univariate analysis 

(Table S2). The variable with the greatest impact on overall survival among other potential prognostic 

factors was pain. Since several variables clearly showed an impact on overall survival in patients 

treated with the placebo plus gemcitabine combination treatment, it was expected that any differences 

in baseline characteristics between both combination treatment-arms would also impact overall 

survival. A univariate model, even if stratified on two variables, was therefore not suitable. Instead a 

multivariate Cox model, taking into account any discrepancy in baseline characteristics between the 

two treatment-arms, was necessary for identifying the effect of the combination treatment on overall 

survival.  

 

Consequently, as planned for, a multivariate model was performed on all patients. In order to construct 

the multivariate model, variables were selected through a “stepwise” procedure, using 5% thresholds 

for both entry and maintenance of the variables. Interactions of all factors with the treatment-arm were 

not included in this model at this stage. The variables of tumor stage (locally advanced/metastatic), 

primary tumor localization (head), albumin level (normal/ abnormal), and pain intensity (VAS score) 

achieved statistical significance at 5% in the overall population (Table S3). Interactions of those 

factors with the treatment-arm were included in a subsequent step without any procedure for selection 

of variables. If significant, these interactions were graphically validated via Kaplan-Meier estimates, 

by treatment-arm and by factor modality. The final multivariate model factors included: treatment-arm 

whatever its level of significance, advanced/metastatic cancer, localization of primary tumor in the 

body of the pancreas, albumin level, and VAS pain intensity score. 

Table S3 summarizes the statistically significant variables identified by the multivariate analysis Cox 

model for the overall (mITT) population. 

 

The final multivariate Cox model revealed a significant impact on OS of four variables:  

 Pain (p-value <0.001).  

 Albumin level (p-value <0.001). Significant interaction with albumin was explored 

graphically and was considered as non clinically relevant. 

 Clinical classification as metastatic or locally advanced (p-value=0.015),  

 Localization of the primary tumor in the body of the pancreas (p-value=0.023).  

 

Through this multivariate analysis we arrive at baseline pain as being the variable of greatest 

importance to explain the difference in overall survival within the gemcitabine cohort and between 

treatment-arms. To the author’s knowledge it has never been demonstrated that pain is such an 

important factor for overall survival in pancreatic cancer patients treated with gemcitabine and the 

impact of pain on overall survival is therefore considered a notable finding. 
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Table S2: Median overall survival in patients treated with placebo plus gemcitabine according to 

each baseline characteristic – univariate analysis, mITT population 

 

Baseline characteristic N Patients censored Δ Median OS (months) Median OS (months) 

All 175  12 (6.9%)  
 

8.2 [6.8; 9.6] 

VAS > 20 73 3 (4.1%)   5.6 [4.4; 8.0] 

VAS]5-20] 36 1 (2.8%)  1.2* 6.8 [5.4; 8.3] 

VAS ≤ 5 48 8 (16.7%)  7.6* 13.2 [10.8;16.9] 

Locally advanced  24 4 (16.7%) 
6.2 

13.8 [8.6;18.2] 

Metastatic 151 8 (5.3%) 7.6 [5.7; 8.8] 

Normal albumin at baseline (≥ 32 g/L) 159 15 (9.4%) 
6  

8.6 [7.7;10.8] 

Abnormal albumin 16 0 (0.0%) 2.6 [1.4; 2.9] 

Metastases: Liver 122 8 (6.6%) 
4.9  

7.0 [5.6; 8.3] 

No Metastases: Liver 53 7 (13.2%) 11.9 [8.6;14.6] 

ECOG 0 61 4 (6.6%) 4.4  11.4 [8.2;12.9] 

ECOG 1 113 8 (7.1%)  7.0 [5.3; 8.3] 

Head of pancreas 94 9 (9.6%)  1.7** 8.3 [6.7;10.8] 

Body of pancreas 59 3 (5.1%)   10.0 [7.1;12.6] 

Tail of pancreas 49 2 (4.1%)  4.3** 5.7 [4.4; 8.2] 

France 110 8 (7.3%)  8.4 [6.7;11.7] 

United States 28 1 (3.6%) 0.8*** 7.6 [5.4; 9.6] 

Lebanon 6 0 (0.0%) 0.3*** 8.1 [2.9;13.8] 

Romania 5 1 (20.0%) 4.1*** 4.3 [2.8; NA] 

Poland 4  0 (0.0%) 4.2*** 12.6 [7.6;22.9] 

Czech Republic 22 2 (9.1%) 1.4*** 7.0 [5.0;10.7] 

Normal GGT at baseline  

(≤ 3*ULN or ≤5*ULN if liver metastases) 
138 10 (7.2%) 

2.9  
8.6 [7.0;10.7] 

Abnormal Gamma GT at baseline 36 2 (5.6%) 5.7 [4.4; 8.3] 

CA 19-9 clinically significant 45 3 (6.7%) 
1.3  

7.1 [5.7; 8.5] 

CA 19-9 not clinically significant 106 7 (6.6%) 8.4 [6.7;10.7] 

Weight ≤65 kg 75 4 (5.3%) 
0.2  

8.4 [5.5;11.7] 

Weight >65 kg 100 9 (9.0%) 8.2 [6.0; 9.6] 

≤65 years old 112 7 (6.3%) 
0.5  

8.3 [6.0;10.1] 

>65 years old 63 5 (7.9%) 7.8 [5.6;10.7] 

Male 102 7 (6.9%) 
0.3  

8.2 [ 5.7; 9.6 ] 

Female 73 5 (6.8%) 8.5 [ 7.0;11.9 ] 

BMI ≤20 kg/m² 27 1 (3.7%) 
0.2  

8.4 [5.5;15.1] 

BMI >20 kg/m² 148 11 (7.4%) 8.2 [6.7;10.0] 

VAS = visual analogue scale of pain intensity.*ΔMedian OS was calculated with respect to VAS >20. ** 

ΔMedian OS was calculated with respect to body. *** ΔMedian OS was calculated with respect to France. NA = 

not assessable. OS = overall survival. CA19-9 = carbohydrate antigen 19-9. ECOG = Eastern Cooperative 

Oncology Group Performance Status. mITT = modified intent-to-treat population. BMI = body mass index. ULN 

= upper limit of normal. Gamma GT = gamma-glutamyl transferase. 
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Table S3: Development and analysis (overall survival) of multivariate Cox model, mITT 

population 

 Univariate model 
Multivariate stepwise 

selection  

Final multivariate  

Cox model with treatment-arm 

Baseline characteristic HR [95% CI] χ2 P-value χ2 p-value HR [95% CI] χ2 P-value 

Treatment-arm (masitinib/placebo) 1.00 [0.80;1.24] 0.982 Not selected 0.89 [0.70; 1.13] 0.326 

Sex (Female/Male) 0.79 [0.64; 0.99] 0.039 Not selected   

Age (>65 years Yes/No) 0.99 [0.79; 1.24] 0.927 Not selected   

Metastatic/Locally Advanced 1.53 [1.10; 2.13] 0.012 0.017 1.55 [1.09; 2.21] 0.015 

ECOG (1/0) 1.56 [1.24; 1.96] <0.001 Not selected   

Country (France Yes/No) 0.75 [0.60;0.94] 0.012 Not selected   

Pain VAS (mm) – continuous  1.01 [1.00; 1.01] 0.001 Not selected   

Pain VAS - by class 1.67 [1.27;2.19]* <0.001 <0.001 1.55 [1.21; 1.98]**  <0.001 

Clinically significant CA 19-9 (Yes/No) 1.17 [0.90; 1.52] 0.253 Not selected   

Liver Metastases (Yes/No) 1.35 [1.07; 1.72] 0.012 Not selected   

Metastases Lymph Nodes (Yes/No) 1.42 [1.08; 1.87] 0.013 Not selected   

Weight (>65 kg Yes/No) 1.04 [0.83; 1.29] 0.735 Not selected   

Localization Head (Yes/No) 1.00 [0.80; 1.24] 0.982 Not selected   

Localization Body (Yes/No) 0.83 [0.66; 1.06] 0.135 0.028 0.74 [0.57; 0.96] 0.023 

Localization Tail (Yes/No) 1.10 [0.87; 1.40] 0.434 Not selected   

BMI (kg/m²) - continuous 1.00 [0.98; 1.02] 0.956 Not selected   

Gamma GT (Normal/Abnormal) 0.69 [0.53; 0.90] 0.006 Not selected   

Albumin (Normal/Abnormal) 0.30 [0.20; 0.43] <0.001 <0.001 0.30 [0.20 ; 0.45] <0.001 

VAS = visual analogue scale of pain intensity. HR = hazard ratio of death. * HR was calculated with respect to 

VAS> 20 versus VAS [0;5]). ** HR was calculated with respect to VAS> 20 versus VAS [0;20]). ECOG = 

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Performance Status. mITT; modified intent-to-treat population. BMI = 

body mass index. Gamma GT = gamma-glutamyl transferase. 
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C. The genetic biomarker (ACOX1) subgroup as defined according to pharmacogenomic data 

 

Pharmacogenomic analysis for the current study (AB07012) was performed on peripheral whole blood 

samples collected prior to administration of the first study treatment. Enrollment for this patient cohort 

only commenced once the necessary funding was secured, approximately 9 months after initial patient 

accrual began, and also for those patients consenting to the procedure. As a result the patient cohort 

with pharmacogenomic data comprised 119 patients. Findings showed that patients overexpressing 

ACOX1 (defined as a Delta Cycle Threshold value of ≤3.05 relative to the expression level of 

housekeeping genes B2M and GAPDH), experienced comparatively poor survival if treated with 

single-agent gemcitabine, thus defining the relevant subpopulation (Table S4). A summary of the 

predefined methodology used to characterize the ACOX1 subgroup is presented below. To the best of 

our knowledge, findings from this study represent one of the first demonstrations that RNA expression 

from whole blood samples is capable of predicting survival in patients depending upon the treatment 

received. 

 

Additionally, a related genetic biomarker (GBM) subgroup comprised of 10 genes was identified in 

which ACOX1 was the single most discriminatory factor for masitinib efficacy. Patients belonging to 

this GBM subgroup possessed alterations in expression levels of at least one of six possible gene 

combinations, which in total comprised ten differentially expressed genes; referred to hereafter as the 

10-gene GBM. The divergence in survival between the 10-gene GBM subgroup and its complement 

subgroup (i.e. non 10-gene GBM) when treated with single-agent gemcitabine was even more 

pronounced than that observed for the ACOX1 subgroup with a difference in median OS of 9.6 

months, P<0.0001. Likewise for the observed masitinib treatment efficacy in patients harboring the 

10-gene GBM as compared against the placebo treatment-arm with a HR of 0.17(95%CI[0.09;0.33]. 

However, the methodology behind derivation of the 10-gene GBM remains a novel approach in the 

pancreatic cancer research field with mechanistic understanding of how masitinib impacts on survival 

undoubtedly being complex and multifaceted, requiring further confirmatory study and translational 

research to establish biological plausibility. Conversely, preclinical data and findings reported in the 

scientific literature provide strong biological and clinical plausibility for the ACOX1 subgroup. More 

detailed commentary on the 10-gene GBM and the methodology applied to analyze pharmacogenomic 

data from this study for identification the ACOX1 and its related 10-gene GBM subgroups will be 

reported elsewhere. Similarly, any in-depth discussion on the possible mechanisms of action 

associated with ACOX1 overexpression or the 10-gene GMB is also beyond the scope of this current 

paper and will be reported in full elsewhere.  

 

Methodology for identification of genetic biomarker (ACOX1) subgroup 

 

Differential gene expression for detection of novel gene expression patterns  

Because it was not possible to pre-define the genes of the genetic subgroup at the time of study 

initiation, only the methodology to characterize the genes of this genetic signature was pre-specified. 

Characterization of the ACOX1 subgroup was therefore based on pre-defined genome-wide 

methodology and a cross-validation strategy. The patient cohort with pharmacogenomic data 

comprised 119 patients who were randomly assigned (1:1 ratio) to the masitinib plus gemcitabine or 

placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arms (n=60 and n=59 patients, respectively). RNA blood samples 

were collected from these patients at baseline prior to treatment administration. The DGE (Digital 

Gene Expression) method used in this study is a high throughput sequencing approach for 

transcriptomic analysis. This approach provides a digital measure of RNA abundance represented by 

the sequence read counts in a region of interest as opposed to an indirect, analog signal from 

microarrays. In addition, it has a broader dynamic range, and is not dependent on having pre-existing 

knowledge about the transcriptome under study. This approach therefore has the ability to 

comprehensively detect novel transcripts and mRNA variants resulting from alternative promoter 

usages, splice sites, and polyadenylation. 

 

In general, differential gene expression presents several challenges in terms of reproducibility and 

detection of truly novel gene expression patterns. For example, analysis from Blood RNA samples is 
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subject to various errors due to experimental and interindividual variability. Also, pre-selection of 

genes of interest could be hampered by the need of pre-existing knowledge of the transcriptome. The 

following measures were adopted to address these problems and to ensure optimal reproducibility: 

- The usage of PAXgene™ Blood RNA collection system avoids degradation of the RNA and 

differences in sample quality due to different collection standards among sites.  

- Inherent gene-specific and interindividual expression variability were taken into account 

through edgeR Bioconductor analysis and pooling of RNA samples. 

- The DGE methodology does not rely on a pre-existing knowledge of the transcriptome of 

interest and can therefore be applied to any patient group of interest.  

- For the qPCR experiment, the current state of the art platform was used, which complies with 

industry and research standards. 

 

Digital Gene Expression library construction and analysis  

In a first step, the full human genome was analyzed for possible correlation between RNA expression 

levels, overall survival (OS), and treatment-arm. Blood samples were selected according to survival 

(long-term >15 months and short-term < 4 months) and treatment-arm, i.e. four survival profiles. A 

total of 12 DGE libraries were constructed, three for each survival profile, using Illumina’s DGE Tag 

Profiling kit as per the manufacturer’s protocol. Each DGE library was comprised of three pooled 

samples with technical duplicates of each library also constructed. Sequencing analysis and base 

calling were performed using the Illumina pipeline, and sequence tags were obtained after purity 

filtering. Data (DGE-tag) were annotated using UniGene clusters. In order to select genes, a 

differential expression test between conditions was performed, with the response variable being the 

number of RNA sequences expressed per gene. DGE libraries were analyzed with R software and the 

edgeR package (edgeR v 2.4.6). Default parameters were used for normalization. Three analyses were 

conducted for identification of biomarkers: one based on long-term survivors from both treatment-

arms produced 113 markers (P <0.01); another based on short-term survivors from both treatment-

arms produced 38 markers (P <0.01); and a third based on long-term and short-term survivors from 

the masitinib treatment-arm produced 18 markers (P <0.01). 

 

Gene selection via qPCR 

A total of 169 genes were selected following DGE library analyses. DGE-tags were then analyzed 

individually to restrict mRNAs’ selection to optimal genetic biomarkers. Several bioinformatics filters 

were used to ensure optimal real-time PCR results for each target: 

- Discard ambiguous or non-assigned DGE-tags on RNA sequence due to presence of repeated 

or conserved sequences (e.g. SINE; Short Interspersed Nucleotide Element). 

- Discard weakly expressed biomarkers to remain within a good dynamic and to optimize real-

time PCR assay (the output of DGE analysis consists of a count of each mRNA). 

- Discard uncommon or unknown RNA sequences to optimize PCR primers design for real-time 

PCR assay. 

 

A total of 64 genes were retained following qPCR analysis. Variations in the Delta Cycle Threshold 

(DCt) value were calculated for each of these 64 genes with relative gene expression, i.e. down-

regulation or up-regulation of a given gene, quantified with respect to the expression level of two 

housekeeping genes (B2M and GAPDH). These house-keeping genes showed stable expression in the 

DGE analysis throughout the blood RNA samples. DCt are defined for each gene under investigation 

by subtracting the Ct values from the geometric mean of the Ct values of the reference genes.
2
 DCt 

values are inversely proportional to the level of gene expression. 

 

Identification of most discriminatory gene biomarker 

The selection was performed on DCt values from the 64 pre-selected genes, for both technical 

duplicates. The dataset was then randomly allocated into a Training set and a Test set (1:1 ratio) using 

a bootstrap method (1000 iterations without replacement) was used to randomly divide the dataset into 

a Training set and a Test set. The treatment effect of masitinib with respect to placebo was calculated 

for each gene using a Cox-model with the following factors: treatment-arm, stage, localization of 

primary tumor, and baseline albumin level. Six different Cox models were run for each gene 
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corresponding to DCt thresholds of greater than and less than the median, first and third quartiles. A 

given gene and its associated DCt cut-off was considered to be cross-validated at 10% level of 

significance when the treatment effect was significant in favor of masitinib (hazard ratio <1) in the 

Training set and was repeated in the Test set. 

 

ACOX1 was found to be the gene with the most important impact on overall survival among patients 

receiving placebo plus gemcitabine (Table S4) and was thus identified as the most discriminatory gene 

biomarker. ACOX1 also had the highest discriminatory power for treatment efficacy among all genes 

(Table S5). This positive treatment effect was confirmed 567 times out of 1000 iterations, with the 

best cross-validation observed in the subgroup of highly over-expressed ACOX1 (i.e. DCt ≤Q1) with 

an averaged cut-off DCt value for Q1 of 3.02 (90%CI=[2.98; 3.09]). As a final step, the ACOX1 gene 

and associated Q1 cut-off were retained with a final DCt cut-off of ≤3.05 selected to optimize the 

subgroup population (n=40) while maintaining HR and P-value.  

 

Hence, the single gene (ACOX1) subgroup was arrived at because ACOX1 represented the single most 

important gene to explain overall survival in both the placebo and masitinib treatment groups. In 

addition, the ACOX1 subgroup has biological plausibility for the observed masitinib treatment effect, 

which is an important factor for interpretation of subgroup validity. 

 

 

Table S4: Impact of the expression level of numerous genes on overall survival of patients from 

the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arm of study AB07012. 

Gene Chi2 p-value (Duplicate 1) HR (Duplicate 1) Chi2 p-value (Duplicate 2) HR (Duplicate 2) 

ACOX1 0.0013 0.209 0.0292 0.312 

LYN 0.0089 0.415 0.0031 0.343 

ABCC3 0.0550 0.677 0.0453 0.660 

UBE2H 0.3465 0.624 0.7430 0.845 

HIF1A 0.3601 0.764 0.2040 0.689 

RPS23 0.9978 1.000 0.8000 1.025 

TNFRSF10B 0.9865 1.003 0.5421 1.101 

IGJ 0.0452 1.305 0.1146 1.214 

Duplicate 1 and 2 refer to the technical duplicates of the Digital Gene Expression libraries constructed. 

 

Table S5: Discriminatory power of genes for treatment efficacy (overall survival) 

Subpopulation N (M+G vs. P+G) HR [95% CI] P (Log-rank) 

ACOX1 ≤ 3.05 20 vs. 20 0.23 [0.10; 0.51] 0.00106673 

IGJ > 7.05 17 vs. 10 0.24 [0.07; 0.79] 0.02008567 

Other genes - - > 0.05 

HR = hazard ratio of death. P+G = placebo plus gemcitabine. M+G = masitinib plus gemcitabine. 

 

Robustness of ACOX1 DCt cut-off 

The Delta Cycle Threshold method reflects differences of expression between a gene of interest and 

reference gene(s).
2
 When comparing patient populations a difference in DCt values reflects dissimilar 

expression levels of said gene with respect to the populations because no difference should exist for 

the reference gene. DCt values are inversely proportional to the level of gene expression; therefore, in 

the case of up-regulated genes a lower DCt value indicates a greater level of expression. Table S6 

shows that responsiveness to masitinib plus gemcitabine compared with placebo plus gemcitabine is 

increasingly significant with increasing over-expression of ACOX1. Moreover, applying a range of 

DCt cut-off values from 2.8 to 3.2 maintains a statistically significant treatment effect for 

approximately 15% to 55% of the population, respectively. Consequently, a relatively wide margin of 

error is associated with the ACOX1 DCt threshold of ≤3.05, which in turn mitigates risk associated 

with treating a false-positive patient.  
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Hence, the ACOX1 DCt cut-off ≤3.05 is robust because patients with surrounding cut-offs also 

experience a significant masitinib treatment effect. 

 

 

Table S6: Overall-survival analysis (multivariate, mITT) stratified by ACOX1 DCt values in 

masitinib plus gemcitabine and placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-arms 

Subpopulation N % population Treatment Median (months) HR [95% CI] P-value 

ACOX1 ≤ 2.8 17 14.3% P+G 5.3 [1.5; NR] 0.07 [0.01; 0.41] 0.004 

   M+G NR [11.7; NR]   

ACOX1 ≤ 2.9 28 23.5% P+G 6.1 [5.3; NR] 0.27 [0.10; 0.75] 0.010 

   M+G NR [11.0; NR]   

ACOX1 ≤ 3 36 30.3% P+G 5.6 [3.7; 17.1 ] 0.20 [0.08; 0.49] <0.001 

   M+G 11.2 [8.3; NR]   

ACOX1 ≤ 3.05 40 33.6% P+G 5.6 [3.7; 12.9] 0.23 [0.10; 0.51] 0.001 

   M+G 11.7 [8.3; 19.9]   

ACOX1 ≤ 3.1 46 38.7% P+G 6.4 [3.9; 14.3] 0.42 [0.21; 0.81] 0.019 

   M+G 11.2 [7.7; 17.6]   

ACOX1 ≤ 3.2 68 57.1% P+G 6.0 [4.6; 11.7] 0.55 [0.32; 0.95] 0.050 

   M+G 8.7 [6.2; 15.6]   

HR = hazard ratio of death. P+G = placebo plus gemcitabine. M+G = masitinib plus gemcitabine. mITT = 

modified intent-to-treat population. NR = not reached.  

 

Internal validation of masitinib’s effect in patients from the ACOX1 subgroup 

A measure of internal validation related to masitinib’s effect in patients from the ACOX1 subgroup is 

provided through analysis of survival data in patients with relatively high monocyte count in blood at 

baseline (≥ 0.9*10
3
 cells/µL), referred to hereafter as the ‘high monocyte’ subgroup. Monocytes 

represent the primary source of ACOX1 mRNA among peripheral blood mononuclear cells,
3
 the 

altered gene expression of which is indicative of various diseases.
4
 Furthermore, it has been shown 

that circulating inflammatory monocytes are recruited to the tumor microenvironment through CCL2 

whereupon they are preferentially differentiated into protumoral M2-polarized macrophages. 

Therefore, one may reason that patients from the ‘high monocyte’ subgroup have analogous 

pathophysiology with the ‘ACOX1’ subgroup. 

 

For patients in the ‘high monocyte’ subgroup median OS was significantly increased in the masitinib 

plus gemcitabine treatment-arm (n=25) when compared with the placebo plus gemcitabine treatment-

arm (n=31), with median OS of 5.4 months (95%CI[3.8;22.5]) versus 3.7 months (95%CI[2.7;8.5]), 

respectively. This corresponds to a HR of 0.52[0.27;1.00]; P=0.05. 
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D. Trial profile for study AB07012 

 

Figure S2: CONSORT flow diagram for the overall study population and subgroups of interest 

 

 
 

*Secondary analyses used predefined methodology to characterize a subgroup based either on 

pharmacogenomic data or a baseline variable that negatively impacts survival with the power for each 

subgroup set at 80%. †Collection of samples for pharmacogenomic analysis commenced once the 

necessary funding had been secured, approximately 9 months after initiation of patient accrual, and 

therefore this cohort comprised all consenting patients enrolled on to the study (mITT) after that date.    
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E.  Baseline patient characteristics 

 

Table S7: Baseline patient characteristics (mITT population) 

Baseline characteristic M+G (n=173) P+G (n=175) P-value
†
 

Gender (Female) 87 (50%) 73 (42%) 0.11 

Age (years); median (range) 62.6 (36.0–84.0) 61.7 (31.0–79.0) 0.42 

Body mass index; mean (SD) 24.1 (4.5) 24.1 (4.2) 0.90  

Geographical region, France 110 (64%) 110 (63%) N/A  

CA 19-9 (U/mL); mean (SD) 57256 (365383) 20563 (71190) 0.20  

Albumin (g/L); mean (SD) 40.6 (6.7) 40.5 (6.6) 0.89  

QLQ-C30 Global; mean (SD) 53.5 (22.4) 53.9 (21.1) 0.87  

ECOG PS    

ECOG [0] 66 (38%) 61 (35%) 0.52 

ECOG [1] 106 (62%) 113 (65%) 0.42  

VAS score at baseline (mm)   0.64 

Pain 0<VAS≤5 53 (34.2%) 48 (31%)  

Pain 5<VAS≤20 38 (24.5%) 36 (23%)  

Pain VAS >20 64 (41.3%) 73 (47%)  

Monocyte count (per µL); median (range) 0.6 (0.1–2.9) 0.6 (0.0–3.6) 0.48 

Time since diagnosis (months); mean (SD) 1.5 (3.6) 1.8 (3.6) 0.55  

Tumor localization
‡
    

Head 93 (54%) 94 (54%) 0.99  

Body 50 (29%) 59 (34%) 0.33  

Tail 54 (31%) 49 (28%) 0.51  

Clinical Classification   0.784 

Locally advanced 22 (13%) 24 (14%)  

Metastatic 151 (87%) 151 (86%)  

Liver Metastases 114 (66%) 122 (70%) 0.45  

 

Unless stated otherwise, data are number of patients (%). 
†
The Fisher exact test or Chi-squared test 

was used for comparison of qualitative variables; analysis of variance was used for comparison of 

quantitative variables. 
‡
Patients presenting tumors in more than one location are included in both 

categories. CA19-9; carbohydrate antigen 19-9. ECOG PS; Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 

Performance Status. mITT; modified intent-to-treat population. M+G; masitinib plus gemcitabine. 

P+G; placebo plus gemcitabine. N/A; not applicable. QLQ-C30 Global; European Organization for 

Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) quality of life questionnaire core 30 item global health 

status. SD; standard deviation. VAS; visual analogue scale of pain intensity.  
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F. The ‘pain’ subgroup as defined according to visual analog scale pain intensity at baseline 

 

While pain has been identified as a variable having an impact on OS of PDAC patients,
6, 11, 12

 it has not 

previously been demonstrated that pain is such an important baseline factor for OS. Biological 

plausibility of the observed masitinib treatment-effect in this subgroup is discussed in section H of this 

Supplementary Material document. Any in-depth discussion on the mechanisms of action associated 

with the observed treatment effect of masitinib in advanced PDAC based on the predictive value of 

baseline pain intensity, along with supporting preclinical data, is however beyond the scope of this 

current paper and will be reported in full elsewhere.  

 

The visual analog scale for assessment of baseline pain intensity 

Considering the hypothesized subgroup defined via a baseline clinical characteristic, the parameter 

with the greatest impact on overall survival (OS) of patients receiving the standard-of-care, i.e. single-

agent gemcitabine, was pain. Pain intensity was assessed via a visual analog scale (VAS) at baseline. 

This linear scale provides a visual representation of pain as perceived by the patient. Pain intensity 

was represented by a 100 mm long, continuous line free of any internal reference marks. One 

extremity indicated an absence of pain (0-value) and the other extremity indicated very severe pain 

(100-value). The question asked to the patient was the following: “How severe is your pain today? 

Please place a vertical mark on the line below to indicate how bad you feel your pain is today.” The 

corresponding VAS value in millimeters was recorded upon collection of the case report form. With 

respect to definition of the pain-related subgroups, this VAS pain intensity was only tested once at 

baseline. 

 

Regarding the administration of analgesics opioids, pain in PDAC patients was managed according to 

the usual practice with monitoring of analgesic consumption throughout the study. Evolution of VAS 

score and consumption of opioid analgesics generally increased over the study, as is to be expected 

with disease progression, and there was no significant difference reported between treatment-arms in 

the overall population or subgroups (data not shown). 

 

A total of 312 patients from the mITT population had baseline VAS data available from which three 

subgroups were characterized as follows: 

- The VAS threshold for the ‘pain’ subgroup (n=137/312, 44%) was set to VAS ≥20 mm.  

- The antithesis of the ‘pain’ subgroup, i.e. the ‘no pain’ subgroup, comprised those patients 

with negligible baseline pain intensity and no use of analgesic opioids at baseline (n=68/312, 

22%). A cut-off of VAS ≤5 mm was used because the VAS scale extremities (0- and 100-

values) were vertical lines with patients having no pain typically drawing a vertical line or 

cross on the horizontal, slightly to the right-hand side of the 0-value line in order to make it 

visible.  

- A third subgroup was formed from all remaining patients, i.e. those with a baseline VAS >5 

mm but <20 mm, or VAS ≤5 mm but taking analgesics opioids (n=107/312, 34%) (data not 

shown).  

 

The threshold of VAS >20 mm is consistent with established precedent 

The ‘pain’ subgroup included all patients reporting a baseline VAS score of >20 mm, with this 

threshold being defined prior to unblinding and consistent with established precedent from the 

scientific literature, including numerous studies in PDAC and cancer related pain. 
5-10

 For example, the 

VAS >20 threshold for pain has previously been used for treatment assessment in pancreatic cancer, 

including: 

- A gemcitabine study in 5-FU-refractory pancreatic cancer patients used a baseline pain 

intensity score of >20 mm (on a VAS of 100 mm) as a patient inclusion criterion with the 

median baseline pain intensity score of 29 (range 3 – 68).
5
  

- Pivotal data for the approval of erlotinib plus gemcitabine in advanced pancreatic cancer used 

pain intensity as a baseline stratification factor with a threshold of 20 mm (on a VAS of 100 

mm). The median baseline VAS pain intensity score was 22.2 (range 0 – 100).
6
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- A study to investigate effective treatment of drug-resistant oncological pain of the 

visceral/neuropathic type, including patients pancreatic cancer, defined VAS >20 (on a VAS 

of 100 mm) as the upper pain threshold indicating ‘more intense pain’ relative to ‘slight 

pain’.
7
  

- A phase II randomized placebo controlled study of apricoxib in combination with erlotinib and 

gemcitabine in pancreatic cancer patients stratified patients according to baseline pain 

intensity using the threshold of 20 mm on a VAS of 100 mm.
8
 

- Finally, pivotal data for the approval of gemcitabine in advanced pancreatic cancer was based 

on improvement in specific disease-related signs and symptoms (clinical benefit), which 

included a baseline pain intensity score of >20 mm (on a VAS of 100 mm) as one of its three 

main inclusion criteria.
9
  

 

Internal validation of masitinib’s effect in patients from the pain subgroup 

Internal validation of masitinib’s effect in patients from the ‘pain’ subgroup via analysis of survival 

data in patients consuming high doses of opioid analgesics at baseline has been presented in the 

Results section of the main article associated with this Supplementary Material. In summary, those 

patients receiving pain management through high doses of opioid analgesics (>1 mg/kg/day), 

regardless of their VAS score, represent an independent patient sample having comparable 

pathophysiology with the ‘pain’ (VAS >20) subgroup. The hazard ratio of death for masitinib plus 

gemcitabine was equivalent between the ‘pain’ and ‘high opioid’ subgroups at 0.62 [0.43;0.89] and 

0.43 [0.17;1.06], respectively. Reported median OS gains were also well-matched at +2.6 and +2.5 

months, respectively. This exploratory analysis suggests internal consistency thereby supporting 

clinical plausibility of the pain subgroup.  
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G. Criteria for demonstration of efficacy in subgroups when the primary analysis has failed in 

the overall population 

 

Successful demonstration of efficacy in subgroups when the primary analysis has failed in the overall 

population presents challenges for interpretation of clinical relevance. A statistically significant 

treatment effect in the overall study population has conventionally been considered necessary for any 

formal proof of efficacy. However, there is an emerging consensus that under certain circumstances it 

is possible for a subgroup to be considered credible, in particular for the clinical setting with high 

unmet medical need.
13-15

 This approach is particularly relevant for diseases comprising a range of 

biological phenotypes, such as PDAC,
16, 17

 and for targeted therapies that are likely to act in a more 

selective manner than standard chemotherapies. Draft EMA (European Medicines Agency) guidelines 

on the investigation of subgroups in confirmatory clinical trials stress the importance of sound 

biological plausibility for said subgroup, internal consistency, and that the estimated subgroup 

treatment-effect should be more pronounced in absolute terms (i.e. indicating a greater benefit) than 

that observed in the overall population.
18

 Each of these aspects has been satisfied by the present study 

as discussed in relevant sections of the document herein (sections C, F and H) or the main article 

associated with this Supplementary Material.  

 

Additional factors to consider include: unmet medical need; reduced sample size; pre-specified 

subgroup population with associated statistical hypotheses and alpha risk; conservative method used 

for alpha risk adjustment; and that the power was adequate for detection of meaningful treatment 

effects.  

 

Critical need has been established for the ‘ACOX1’ and ‘pain’ subgroups via OS comparison in 

patients receiving single-agent gemcitabine with respect to their relevant complement subgroups (i.e. 

non ACOX1 or no pain), as evidenced from the statistically significant hazard ratios of 0.46 

(95%CI[0.26;0.82] and 0.30 (95%CI[0.18;0.48], respectively (univariate model). Survival analyses 

according to treatment-arm also showed a median OS of 5.6 and 5.4 months among PDAC patients 

receiving single-agent gemcitabine for the ‘ACOX1’ and ‘pain’ subgroups, respectively (multivariate 

model). These subgroups therefore present a worse prognosis compared to the study’s overall 

population (median OS of 7.0 months), or historical median OS data for gemcitabine-treated patients 

(typically 6.5 months).
19

 Furthermore, masitinib is the only treatment to date demonstrating a survival 

benefit in patients belonging to the ‘ACOX1’ and ‘pain’ subgroups with respect to single-agent 

gemcitabine; therapeutic options such as FOLFIRINOX or nab-paclitaxel having never been 

specifically assessed in these subgroups. In addition to the lack of any reported benefit from these 

drugs there is also an absence of mechanistic rationale to support the use of FOLFIRINOX or nab-

paclitaxel (each of which belongs to the same class of agents as gemcitabine, i.e. inhibitors of DNA 

synthesis) in the identified subgroups. Even in the hypothetical scenario where FOLFIRINOX or nab-

paclitaxel can benefit such patients, the more stringent exclusion criteria practiced with these drugs in 

comparison with masitinib (e.g. patient age, peripheral neuropathy, gastrointestinal disorders, high 

bilirubin level, route of administration to age, and tumor stage) is likely to generate a sizeable unmet 

medical need. Masitinib would therefore still represent an option for those patients failing to meet the 

aforementioned inclusion criteria of alternative other available therapies. Finally, a statistically 

significant reduction of symptoms associated with PDAC such as back pain or constipation was 

evident in the masitinib plus gemcitabine treatment-arm when compared with the placebo plus 

gemcitabine treatment-arm of the safety population. This further supports the notion that masitinib 

targets a population with an unmet medical need.  

 

The reduced sample available for subgroup analysis can also be problematic. However, in a life-

threatening and rare disease it is acceptable for the size of the subgroup to be on the order of 40% of 

the total cohort sample size for the confirmatory analyses to be executed successfully.
15

 This criterion 

was met for both the ‘pain’ subgroup with 137/312 patients (44%), and the ‘ACOX1’ subgroup with 

40/119 patients (34%). Regarding masitinib’s therapeutic benefit, the pre-specified power for each 

subgroup of 80% was sufficient to detect a clinically meaningful treatment effect in each prospectively 

declared subgroup with the observed median OS benefit greater in absolute terms than that seen in the 
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overall population. Because of the critical unmet medical need identified in the two subgroups, it is 

considered acceptable to analyze the primary and two secondary analyses at the same alpha risk 

provided a conservative approach is used to protect against type I error for multiple tests. Adjusting 

for multiplicity of testing using Bonferroni the correction, the adjusted statistical significance 

corresponds to an alpha risk of 0.0167 (i.e. α/number of individual tests=0.05/3). Therefore, after 

adjusting for multiplicity the treatment effect OS benefit in both subgroups remains statistically 

significant.  

 

Hence, it is considered that the criteria for credible demonstration of efficacy in subgroups when the 

primary analysis has failed in the overall population have been met by this study. 
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H. Biological plausibility for the observed treatment effect of masitinib plus gemcitabine in 

PDAC patients with baseline pain (VAS>20) or ACOX1 over-expression in blood samples 

 

Regulatory guidelines and scientific consensus on the investigation of subgroups in confirmatory 

clinical trials stress the importance of there being a sound biological plausibility for the subgroup. 

There is compelling evidence from the scientific literature and recent preclinical studies in support of 

biological plausibility for the observed masitinib treatment-effect. Briefly, it is thought that the 

presence of baseline pain (VAS>20) or an over-expression of ACOX1 in blood effectively identifies 

those patients with a pro-tumoral T-helper cell type-2 (Th2) immune response, favored respectively by 

an increased mast cell activity in the tumor microenvironment or by transcriptional or physiological 

alterations favoring M2-polarization of tumor-associated macrophages (TAM). Growing evidence 

indicates that masitinib’s mechanism of action in pancreatic cancer can exert leverage on such patients 

through its activity against mast cells and by inducing dendritic cell-mediated natural killer cell 

activation.
20

 Although detailed reporting of recent preclinical studies pertaining to masitinib’s 

mechanism of action in pancreatic cancer fall beyond the scope of this clinical paper, there are relevant 

data from KrasG12D driven mouse models of PDAC with pain and also spontaneous chronic 

pancreatitis indicating that pancreatic tumor lesions of masitinib-treated mice had a decrease in mast 

cell count and reduced intra-tumoral vascularization and innervation when compared with control 

mice (Dubreuil P, 2014; personal communication). Other research suggests masitinib may induce the 

recruitment of macrophages with a potential antitumoral activity within the tumor (Hermine O, 2014; 

personal communication); although additional translational research is needed to fully elucidate such 

mechanisms.  

 

Considering further the ‘pain’ subgroup, cumulative evidence indicates that the presence of pain in 

PDAC potentially flags an increased mast cell activity within the tumor microenvironment where they 

can promote disease progression via release of numerous pro-tumoral factors,
21-24

 down-regulate the 

immune response to tumors,
25, 26

 and skew polarization of TAMs towards a pro-tumoral macrophage 

type-2 (M2).
27

 Specifically, the prognostic importance of pain in PDAC is well-established;
28-31

 for 

example, pain intensity correlates to disease progression and significantly poorer survival rate,
11, 12

 

with considerable neural remodeling of intrapancreatic nerves also observed in PDAC patients 

experiencing pain.
32

 Mast cell infiltration is strongly implicated with development of neuropathic pain 

in PDAC patients.
33

 This was evidenced by the specific enrichment of mast cells around 

intrapancreatic nerves in neuropathic pain due to PDAC, suggesting the presence of mast cell induced 

visceral hypersensitivity in the pancreas. Furthermore, increased mast cell infiltration into the tumor is 

known to promote disease progression and is itself a prognostic factor for poor survival in PDAC 

patients;
34-39

 for example, it has been shown that mast cells are actively recruited to the tumor site 

where they contribute to tumor growth, with inhibition of mast cell function leading to an in vivo 

suppression of tumor growth and increased survival.
40

 Mast cells also contribute to tumorigenesis by 

suppression of the immune response;
21, 25

 for example, via secretion of histamine and 

immunosuppressive cytokines such as IL-10 and TNF-α, and through interaction with regulatory T-

cells. Finally, mast cells are an important source of intratumoral prostaglandin D2 and histamine, both 

of which inhibit IL-12 and enhance IL-10 release from human dendritic cell, leading to increased Th2-

polarization with subsequent skewing of the balance of Th differentiation towards a Th2-immune 

response. This in turn drives TAMs towards a pro-tumoral M2-polarization.
27

 Macrophage infiltration 

at the PDAC tumor site with preferential M2-polarization has been associated with poor survival and 

TAMs have also been shown to stimulate chemoresistance by promoting the expression of cytidine 

deaminase, the enzyme responsible for the inactivation of gemcitabine by cancer cells.
41-43

 

Furthermore, the quantity of Th2-cells with respect to Th1-cells present in the tumor stroma of PDAC 

has a direct correlation with prognosis in surgically resected patients, the ratio of Th2/Th1 tumor 

infiltrating lymphocytes being an independent predictive marker of patient survival.
44

 Hence, the 

highly selective inhibition of human mast cell survival and activation by masitinib can be expected to 

be of therapeutic benefit by impacting on mast cell related remodeling of the tumor microenvironment, 

thereby inhibiting tumor growth, differentiation, and survival of tumor cells, and also redirecting the 

immune system toward an anti-tumoral Th1-type response. Together, this evidence provides strong 
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biological plausibility for the treatment effect observed with administration of masitinib plus 

gemcitabine in PDAC patients with baseline pain (VAS>20). 

 

Considering the ACOX1 subgroup, evidence indicates that ACOX1 over-expression in blood samples 

from PDAC patients may flag the presence of pro-tumoral M2-polarization in the tumor 

microenvironment. For instance, ACOX1 over-expression induces an abnormal activation of the 

transcription factor Nuclear Factor-kappa B (NF-B) through the production of hydrogen peroxide, 

with NF-B known to drive TAMs towards a pro-tumoral M2-polarization.
45-47

 It has also been shown 

that over-expression of peroxisome proliferative-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) in pancreatic 

tissue is linked to poor survival in PDAC patients.
48

 PPARγ activates the promoter of ACOX1, which 

encodes the rate-limiting enzyme of the peroxisomal -oxidation pathway.
49

 Hence, over-expression 

of PPARγ leads to over-expression of ACOX1 with subsequent increased oxidative stress and up-

regulation of NF-B, which in turn contributes further to a pro-tumoral M2-polarization state, with 

M2-polarized macrophage recruitment to the tumor microenvironment being associated with poor 

survival in PDAC patients and gemcitabine resistance.
41-43

 Although the biomarker ACOX1 is 

expressed by peripheral blood mononuclear cells there are precedents to show that pathophysiological 

changes occurring in organs can be revealed as abnormal gene expression of mononuclear cells, e.g. in 

pancreatic cancer and renal cell carcinoma,
50, 51

 with such expression changes possibly reflecting 

activation of specific immune responses of circulating cells. Consistent with this, blood monocytes 

(CD14) are a primary source of ACOX1 with a 5-fold greater expression of ACOX1 mRNA than the 

median tissue level in humans,
3
 suggesting the observed ACOX1 over-expression is most likely 

associated to an up-regulation of its expression in monocytes and/or an increase in number of 

circulating monocytes.  

 

These pieces of evidence provide strong biological plausibility for the observed treatment effect of 

masitinib plus gemcitabine in PDAC patients with baseline pain (VAS>20) or ACOX1 over-expression 

in blood. 
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